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The «Manège de la Timide Vérité» was located for more than
25 years in the «Little Camargue» (covering Aigues-Mortes,
Le Grau du Roi and Lunel), and then moved in brand new
buildings (carousel and riding stables), not far from there, to
Saint-Hilaire de Beauvoir. The surroundings are stunning, at
the foot of the Cévennes, between Nîmes and Montpellier.
Our main activity is raising horses, under Daniel LERPINIERE’s supervision, a rider who trained among others obstacles riders (Étrier de BRIVE), «Republican Guards» (L.
Galtier), students from the «Cadre» (F. Sautet), horse rider for
bullfight (Marie Sara)….
Of course, some large and comfortably equipped boxes are
also available for a simple lodging, and the nature offers numerous possibilities for a ride.
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Raising horses with no constraining
instrument: no curb, or bridle, neither
spurs nor reins. Only reasoned
gymnastics, which is quite modern
after all…
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Different fields of application:
> Bullfighting,
> Students from the «Cadre»,
> «Republican guards»,
> «Ecole d’Officiers de Cavalerie»,
> «CSO» (Etrier de Brive)...
It’s possible to get lessons on schooling horses.

TRAINING

An exceptional carousel for quality learning

LODGING
New stables awaiting your horses

Marie

SARA

Cavalière Tauromachique formée par
Daniel Lerpinière.
« I want to be a “rejoneador” like you, I told him abruptly.
Would you know someone who could teach me? With no
surprise, Jalabert immediately wrote a name and number
of this Daniel Lerpinière. »
Exctract from Marie Sara’s book «La vie pour de vrai»

« I was with my mom on the phone, describing her using
many adjectives and repeating myself, how great my life
was, how great my efforts were, and how great a teacher
M. Lerpinière was. »
Exctract from Marie Sara’s book «La vie pour de vrai»

« At night I was coming back
home really tired, but happy and
convinced to be on the right path.
And when in a nice and warm bath,
I was delighted with the comfort of
the house, its charm and the progress I was making thanks to
Daniel! »
Exctract from Marie Sara’s book
«La vie pour de vrai»

Cavalry regiment of the

Republican Guard
I can tell that the quality of the training
Daniel delivers to the students was part
of the reason I’ve been now for 17 years
in the cavalry regiment of the Republican
Guard. »

Laurent
GALTIER
« I met Daniel LERPINIERE in 1986 while looking for
learning about a job around horses. We immediately got
acquainted, and I could prepare my groom-trainer degree in the school. I taught me to work in the stables with
rigor and with the passion necessary for a good relationship with the horse. I can tell that the quality of the
training Daniel delivers to the students was part of the
reason I’ve been now for 17 years in the cavalry regiment
of the Republican Guard. »

TARIFS

Lodging : from 45 Euros / month
For any other service, ask on site or
06 09 70 55 41 / 06 19 28 36 45
Preferably by appointment.
contact@lemanegedelatimideverite.com

CONTACT
Le Manège de la timide vérité
34 160 St Hilaire de Beauvoir

contact@lemanegedelatimideverite.com

06 09 70 55 41 - 06 19 28 36 45
www.lemanegedelatimideverite.com

To learn more and do some sightseeing in the region, visit:
www.escapadeslr.com

Some indications
> 28 km from the airport
of Montpellier
> 25 km from the TGV
station of Montpellier
> 44 km from the TGV
station of Nimes
> 25 km of beaches.

Some accommodation
http://gebeldenis.perso.neuf.fr
http://www.chambresdhotes.org
http://www.chambres-hotes-france.org
http://www.chezvotrehote.fr

